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1. User Issues 

1.1. Introduction 
For very large applications a blunt approach of handling trace data is not suitable. On the display side, such huge 
amounts of data cannot be squeezed into one display at once. Mechanisms must be provided to allow one to start 
at a coarser level and then dive into more detailed information. 

These requirements necessitate a more powerful file format than the old VTF. It should be possible to rapidly 
extract certain data from the trace, rather than reading the entire trace. On the other hand, it implies that the 
trace should not be stored in one single file, because very large files make file handling very inefficient. 

In the following, the new concepts are described to meet the requirements above. 

1.2. Frames 
Frames are no longer supported by Intel® Trace Analyzer and Collector. The advanced data handling capabilities 
in Intel® Trace Analyzer provide better approaches than the actual work-around through frames. The historically 
interested reader is referred to the original design document. 

1.3. Extracting data from the trace 
Intel® Trace Analyzer reads the entire trace into memory. If this is to be changed to a more scalable approach, 
the data component must be able to navigate through the file. However, the entire process should be completely 
transparent to the user. 

The new tracefile format will provide several mechanisms to provide rapid access to arbitrary data in the trace 
(random access). The two major features are file indexing and file partitioning. How this is actually done will 
usually be transparent to the user. However, Intel® Trace Collector will accept configuration options to request 
a certain partitioning and indexing. Section 2 is dedicated to the description of the low-level design of the new 
trace file format.  
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2. Structured Tracefile 
The requirements described above have to be met by the underlying file format. This section describes how the 
scalability issues will be addressed, while keeping the file format transparent to the user. 

2.1. Introduction 
The aim of the new Structured Tracefile Format (STF) is to provide a file format which  

• can flexibly be partitioned into several files  
• supports random access  
• is extensible, portable and upward and downward compatible  
• is clearly defined and structured  
• can efficiently be written and read in parallel  
• is as compact as possible  

The old tracefile format that was written by Intel® Trace Collector and read by Intel® Trace Analyzer is suitable 
for small scale applications. However, if trace data grows larger, this format is not sufficient mainly because the 
data is stored in one single file. This implies that it cannot efficiently be written in parallel. Also, it was designed 
for reading the entire file at once, rather than for extracting arbitrary data. In contrast to the new format, it also 
lacks a mechanism to be easily extensible while being compatible with older and newer versions of itself. The 
proposed structured tracefile format furthermore promises to store large amounts of trace data in a more 
compact fashion. 

In the following, the ideas of the new format are discussed and the actual design is presented. 

2.2. Partitioning the trace data 
The need for splitting the trace data into several files is motivated mainly by three reasons:  

• Some file systems simply cannot handle relatively large files  
• Extremely large files break the performance of extracting specific data  
• Unstructured formats are generally impractical for large amounts of data  

The problem discussed in this section is how to actually partition the data. For tracefiles with a large number of 
processes the user will rarely examine all threads/processes at once. Thus the most intuitive dimension for 
splitting a tracefile is to group the records by threads/processes. It also provides a high potential for parallelism 
when writing and reading the files. However, it causes problems for information which is bound to more than one 
thread, like messages, collective operations and parallel regions. 

Another way to distribute trace records among several files is to group them by their type, i.e. messages, 
function enter and exit calls, counters etc. Typically the user is not interested in all types of information at the 
same time. Such access patterns can be done very efficiently if only the data of interest is compactly stored in 
one place. Furthermore, such a partition can easily and effectively be parallelized for cases where more than one 
type of information is concurrently requested. The intuitive way of partitioning by types is as follows:  

1. Communication (messages and collective operations)  
2. Enter/Exit calls (functions and regions)  
3. Counters (HPM)  
4. Statistics  

A third possible dimension for partitioning the tracefiles is the time. This function is important since usually not 
the entire tracefile is investigated but the user selects only an interesting portion of time. Unfortunately this 
method does not show such a natural parallelization as the two dimensions discussed above. In particular, this 
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causes severe problems for nested information. E.g. the function stack must be known at the beginning of a time 
interval, also messages might be sent in an earlier period and thus cannot correctly be matched without 
additional information. This problem about histories is discussed in section 2.3. 

The current implementation of the Structured Tracefile Format provides the possibility to partition the trace data 
along any of the above dimension, except across the time axis. Efficiency reasons as discussed above suggested 
to prefer to group the data by type and to avoid cutting the time axis. Along these lines it is possible to split the 
data in an arbitrary fashion, as long as each pair of thread/process and event type is uniquely mapped to one 
partition (sub-file). 

2.3. Indexing, anchors and histories 
The tracefile should be indexed to enable quick access to arbitrary range of records and thus random access. 
Natural ranges are the individual files as they are partitioned, which is also required to really be in the position 
to find the desired data. Obviously more frequent indexing should be supported, because it is not practicable to 
scan through the entire file if only the last few records are to be extracted. 

2.3.1. Anchors 
The STF supports anchors which represent a pointer to specific data at a specific point in time. Anchors provide 
the type of data they refer to, a timestamp and a file/offset pair to find the respective data. As also mentioned 
above in section 2.2 this information does not suffice to use such anchors without knowledge about the history 
before that time. Even if the tracefiles are not partitioned in time, a mechanism is needed to describe the current 
state just before the time given in the anchor. This additional information should be stored in the anchors and not 
in the data sections to keep the record/event stream undisturbed. 

The actual layout of the anchor will differ for each data type, as other information is needed for different data. In 
the following, the requirements for the different data types are discussed. 

2.3.2. Histories 
As discussed above, anchors cause problems with keeping data consistent. An arbitrary point in time to which an 
anchor points will generally not be a state with an empty function stack and messages might be in transition. 
Because it is highly desirable to be independent from data records prior to the data an anchor points to, the 
necessary information must be stored in the anchors. Of course the information, the history, should be stored as 
compact as possible. In the following, it is discussed how this problem is solved for each data type. 

Communication history 
The histories for communication records are particularly complicated as the time a message takes might span 
over several time intervals. The main problem here is how sender and receiver can be mapped correctly (same 
applies for collective operations and their participating threads), because the data is collected independently. 
Finding the matching partner record(s) can be done only with the help of some data attached to the 
communications: tags, message volumes, communicators and ids of partner processes (in case several 
communications occur which have the same pattern it is impossible to know whether a message was lost or not). 
Two solutions exist:  

• Match the communication while reading the file 

The biggest advantage of this approach is that it leaves the option to find mismatches and draw conclusions 
from this when analyzing the tracefile. If messages have already been matched, there is no way to correct 
false data and the analysis might be incorrect. 
However, anchors would have to include all messages sent so far, because no messages can be excluded 
without matching. For each message almost all information would be necessary to be able to match this 
data with what is read afterwards. This of course is not practicable as it would not provide quick access to 
an arbitrary point in time. The only solution to this is to keep all communication in one file and entirely drop 
the idea of time intervals (for communication). 
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• Match the communication while writing the file 

If the communication is matched while creating the file, the information required in an anchor can be 
reduced to pending messages only. In this manner anchors can be realized with typically low overhead. Of 
course, it is possible to implement a hybrid solution which performs matching only for the data in the 
anchors. This would also provide practicable anchors while inheriting the disadvantage of possibly false 
data. However, doing a full match also gives many opportunities for further optimization, which the hybrid 
method does not (reducing record sizes, quick access etc., see below). Thus the hybrid method was not 
further accounted for. 
The disadvantage of possibly wrong data due to mismatches is not that severe, because problems during 
the matching process could be indicated within the tracefile format (as they will be detected). Furthermore, 
undetected mismatches are possible in both approaches. 

It is believed that the advantages of matching while writing the file prevail over its disadvantages. Also, the 
advantages of the deferred mechanism seem to be not very important. Hence, the STF will write matched 
messages. 

The situation for collective operations is similar to pairwise communication. Thus all communication is treated 
similarly. 

Enter/exit history 
The history for subroutine enter/exit events must provide the current function stack. This information can be 
easily retrieved and is typically very small in size.  

Function Enter/Exit histories are specified as explicit call stacks. 

Counter history 
Counter values might represent data which is meaningful only if it is presented as a rate over time. For those 
counters the anchor must include their last value (including timestamps). Because the user may want to be 
allowed to change the actual display, the last value of all counters is included in the counter history.  

Counter histories are specified by the appropriate file/offest pairs pointing to the original communication 
records. 

2.3.3. Indexing 
For quick access to the desired data the anchors should be held in trees. They are an advanced and well-known 
method for fast searching and they provide logarithmic access to the right anchor. Currently linear search in 
arrays is used without obvious performance disadvantages. 

2.4. File structure 

2.4.1. Index file 
To be in the position to navigate through the resulting set of files, the STF provides an index file, which holds 
pointers to all other files. While some of the files (like the definition file, see below) must be listed explicitly, the 
data files are given implicitly by anchors. It is required that for every data file at least one anchor exist. Because 
frames are a mixture of navigation information and data, they are listed in a separate file. Note that the frame 
file might still be created but is no longer used in Intel® Trace Analyzer and Collector. 

2.4.2. Definition file 
The definition file holds the information about the record types that are used in the data files. The syntax, which 
is used in all files and described below, requires that all records are formally defined prior to their usage. The STF 
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stores all those definitions in one central place, the definition file. In practice, the definition file and the index file 
are combined into the base stf file. 

2.4.3. Declaration file 
Declarations of functions, counters etc., which are usually distinct for each tracefile, are stored in a separate file, 
the declaration file. It is referenced in the index file and holds only declaration records. Such declarations are 
stored in a central place to keep the data files as compact as possible. 

2.4.4. Data files 
The data files simply list record after record. They are referenced in the index file within the anchors and thus 
their content is known. Provided the definition and declaration files exist, it is possible to read an individual data 
file, even without the index file because the syntax is known and all information is available. 

2.5. General syntax 
The STF uses a very general and self-defining syntax. The design allows one to write a generic parser which can 
parse a valid file, even if the underlying application does not understand the semantics of all records. The file 
format is divided into 2 layers: the definition layer and the data layer. The definition layer defines the data layout 
of the records in the data layer and gives pointer to the files in which the actual data is stored. Only very few 
predefined values can provide very flexible handling.  

2.5.1. Definition layer 
In the definition layer the data layout of the data files is described. For space reduction reasons, records do not 
have a size-field. Most of the record sizes can be inferred from their definition. In principle, the only predefined 
tokens are the basic data types. Please refer to the STF header files for their definitions. 

Strings are special types because they are represented as an array of ui1s (see below), preceded by an ui2 giving 
the size of the character string. A string does not include a terminating 0. References as described in the original 
document are currently not supported. 

It is legal to recursively use record types within new record definitions. This implies that some record types might 
represent a data type and will never have an actual instance in the data files. 

If (a series of) field-triplet(s) is enclosed in ’<>’s, it (they) represent(s) an array. Because arrays cannot be 
sensibly used without an extra size field, a size field always precedes the actual array. Hence, defining an array 
field implies an ui1 before the actual array-data. In contrast to the original design, it is possible to define 
prescribe the size of the array-size variable. Arrays of strings are also possible. 

The new-id must be unique among all data types but it must be smaller than 0xEA to avoid conflicts with 
predefined values. In practice, this doesn’t seem to be a serious limitation, since overall 239 different record 
types can be defined. 

Extensibility and optional fields 
The key for portability in the STF is that record types do not only have numerical identifiers but also string 
identifiers (specifier). In a sense, the string id forms a class of record types and the number uniquely identifies 
a special incarnation of this class. This mechanism allows a once fixed file format to be changed while providing 
bidirectional compatibility: it is legal to add new fields, to change the order of the fields or to delete fields from 
the original design; simply new incarnations of the same class are defined. Of course, the parser is equipped with 
the right actions to be taken when a field is missing or similar, while additional fields can simply be ignored. 

Record types of the same class, which differ only in a few fields should be assigned the same specifier, unless 
they represent different semantics. If, for example, a record type has an optional field, it is defined twice, once 
including the field and once without it. The STF makes use of this mechanism to keep source code locations 
(SCLs) optional. 
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Specifying default values increases the compatibility with older and newer STF records of the same type. 

Note that references are defined by the specifier and a field rather than a record-id and a field. This requires that 
only such fields be referenced that are defined in all incarnations of the referenced class. 

Generally it is desirable to have parsing routines which can efficiently read an expected format. Thus, our parser 
will consist of a set of optimized routines which can rapidly read the current file format and a generic fall-back 
routine which is used if a ’foreign’ format is found. In case it can be mapped to a similar but native record, all data 
that the reader can handle are emitted, otherwise the record is simply skipped. 

2.5.2. Data layer 
The data layer simply represents a series of records which have been defined in the definition layer. Each data 
record has only one common field: the ui1:type field, by which the record type is identified. Records and the 
fields within records are simply concatenated without any separators. 

Note that the declaration file is located at the data layer, because it uses records that have been defined in the 
definition layer. 

2.6. STF V1.0 

2.6.1. Reducing record sizes 
The STF aims to store extremely large amounts of information. This makes it necessary to thoroughly design the 
actual records. If we can save only one byte per record, this can easily sum up to several Gigabytes, given the 
application to run is relatively large. 

Obviously the definition records and the declaration records are not as important as the actual data records. 
Therefore, the syntax used in the STF does not store the actual record size within each record (see section 2.5). 
This mechanism will save at least 4 bytes in every data record. 

Keeping time information as absolute values necessitates a data type which is large enough to hold the greatest 
timestamp possible. In contrast, an incremental method can dramatically limit the required space to much 
smaller values by indicating the time passed since the last record. The old VTF tracefile format reserves 8 bytes 
for the time in each record. The STF uses only 2 bytes and thus will save approximately 6 bytes per data record. 
In case an extremely long time has to be bridged (i.e. when tracing was switched off) a special record is used to 
set the current time. 

Currently most of the data stored in send message records is duplicated in the receive records. This is necessary 
because the matching is done at the display side. However, since matching must be done for the new tracefile 
format anyway, it is possible to store single message records. These records identify the message including the 
sender and receiver. This additionally simplifies message handling at the displaying side and will save another 18 
bytes for each message. 

Record sizes for collective operations can be reduced in a similar fashion like messages by putting all information 
into one record rather than reproducing some of the data on each process. However, such a combined record can 
easily grow very large, because detailed information about each single process is stored. It will save 16 bytes for 
each participating process (except the root) for every collective operation. 

The new tracefile format represents functions in a real stack-oriented approach, in contrast to the old 
state-change manner. Leave events are reduced to simple pop events and will save 6 bytes for every subroutine 
call. Since most of the data usually comes from subroutine calls this will significantly reduce disk usage. 
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3. Record Layouts 
In the following, an overview over the planned use of records for the new tracefile format is given. Overloaded 
record names are distinguished with trailing numbers. The records are listed in no particular order and the 
automatic size fields are given. Note that the following information is automatically generated from the current 
STF definition file. 

3.1. Add Time 
This is used to bridge large time gaps without any event; increments current time.  

add_time 

   U4   time    Time gap. References void.  

3.2. Add Time  
This is used to bridge large time gaps without any event; increments current time.  

add_time_1 

   U8   time    Time gap. References void.  

3.3. All Communication 
Represents a collective all-to-all operation where no data is sent (e.g. barrier).  

all_communication 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when communication started. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

References the type of collective operation. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U1 type 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
collective_operation_definition.id.  

  U4 size_1_2 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U8 start_time > Array of timestamps when each willy started communication (relative to time, 
maximum U8 if unknown for willy). References void.  

< U8 delta > Array of timestamps how long each willy spent in communication. References 
void.  

3.4. All Communication  
Represents a collective all-to-all operation where no data is sent (e.g. barrier).  
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all_communication_1 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when communication started. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

References the type of collective operation. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U1 type 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
collective_operation_definition.id.  

  U4 size_1_3 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U8 start_time > Array of timestamps when each willy started communication (relative to time, 
maximum U8 if unknown for willy). References void.  

< U8 delta > Array of timestamps how long each willy spent in communication. References 
void.  

< U4 scl > SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.5. All To All Communication 
Represents a communication in which messages where sent from all willies to all.  

all_to_all_communication 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when communication started. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

References the type of collective operation. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U1 type 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
collective_operation_definition.id.  

  U4 size_1_4 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U8 start_time > Array of timestamps when each willy started communication (relative to time, 
maximum U8 if unknown for willy) References void.  

< U8 delta > Array of timestamps how long each willy spent in communication. References 
void.  

< U4 send_size > Array of message sizes which were sent by each willy (in bytes). References void.  

< U4 receive_size > Array of message sizes which were received by each willy (in bytes). References 
void.  

 

3.6. All To All Communication  
Represents a communication in which messages where sent from all willies to all.  

all_to_all_communication_1 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when communication started. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

References the type of collective operation. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U1 type 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
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U4 time 

 
Timestamp when communication started. References void.  
collective_operation_definition.id.  

  U4 size_1_5 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U8 start_time > Array of timestamps when each willy started communication (relative to time, 
maximum U8 if unknown for willy). References void.  

< U8 delta > Array of timestamps how long each willy spent in communication. References 
void.  

< U4 send_size > Array of message sizes which were sent by each willy (in bytes). References void.  

< U4 receive_size > Array of message sizes which were received by each willy (in bytes). References 
void.  

< U4 scl > SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.7. All To One Communication 
Represents a communication in which messages where sent from several willies to one.  

all_to_one_communication 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when communication started. References void.  

  willy_id receiver 
 

The receiver. References void.  

  U4 recvd 
 

Number of bytes received by the receiver. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U1 type 
 

References the type of collective operation. References 
collective_operation_definition.id.  

  U4 size_1_3 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U8 start_time > Array of timestamps when each willy started communication (relative to time, 
maximum U8 if unknown for willy). References void.  

< U8 delta > Array of timestamps how long each willy spent in communication. References 
void.  

< U4 send_size > Array of message sizes which were sent by each willy (in bytes). References 
void.  

3.8. All To One Communication  
Represents a communication in which messages where sent from several willies to one plus SCL.  

all_to_one_communication_1 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when communication started. References void.  

  willy_id receiver 
 

The receiver. References void.  

  U4 recvd 
 

number of bytes received by receiver. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
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U4 time 

 
Timestamp when communication started. References void.  
communicator_definition.id.  

  U1 type 
 

References the type of collective operation. References 
collective_operation_definition.id.  

  U4 size_1_4 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U8 start_time > Array of timestamps when each willy started communication (relative to time, 
maximum U8 if unknown for willy). References void.  

< U8 delta > Array of timestamps how long each willy spent in communication. References 
void.  

< U4 send_size > Array of message sizes which were sent by each willy (in bytes). References 
void.  

< U4 scl > SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.9. Anchor 
Points to records of a certain type for certain willies.  

anchor 

 
U8 time_prev 

 
Absolute time of the previous record before this offset. References void.  

  U8 offset 
 

Point in file where search for records should start. References void.  

3.10. Anchor File Declaration 
Points to a file that has anchors for exactly one other file.  

anchor_file_declaration 

 
U4 anchor_file 

 
File that contains the anchors. References file_declaration.id.  

  U4 data_file 
 

File that has the data to which the anchors refer. References file_declaration.id.  

  U4 categories 
 

Categories for which the anchors are responsible. References void.  

  U4 willies 
 

List of willies for which the anchors are responsible. References willy_list.id.  

3.11. Begin Of History 
Indicates that the following events are histories (until EndOfHistory). 

begin_of_history 

 
U4 time 

 
Time when new filter begins and histories are valid. References void.  
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3.12. Class Definition 
This is used to classify functions, regions, counters and/or infos.  

class_definition 

 
U4 id 

 
A class is identified by this id. References void.  

  U4 name 
 

The name of this class and all its parent classes (separated by a colon). 
References stf_string.id.  

  U4 nameself 
 

The name of this class, not including parent classes. References stf_string.id.  

  U4 parent 
 

The parent class, STF_NOCLASS if none. References class_definition.id.  

3.13. Clock Resolution 
Declares the resolution of the timer, uni-length of one clock tick.  

clock_resolution 

 
F8 resolution 

 
Length of the clock tick in seconds (clock period) References void.  

  U4 eventbits 
 

The number of lower bits used to distinguish events with the same time stamp; real clock 
period is "resolution / 2^eventbits". References void.  

3.14. Collective Operation Definition 
Defines an instance of a collective operation.  

collective_operation_definition 

 
U1 id 

 
A collective operation is identified by this id. References void.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< C1 name > The name of this collective operation. References void.  

  U1 type 
 

The type of the collective operation. References void.  

3.15. Collop Profile 
Profiles for collective operations, computed on trace data. 

collop_profile 

 
U1 type 

 
References collop of every collective operation in this profile. References 
collective_operation_definition.id.  

  willy_id root 
 

Root willy of every collop in this profile. References void.  

  U4 comm 
 

Reference to communicator of every collop in this profile. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U4 size_1_13 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  
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U1 type 

 
References collop of every collective operation in this profile. References 
collective_operation_definition.id.  

< U4 count_exch > For each willy, number of such collops it participated in, if == 0, all 
following fields of array are invalid. References void.  

< U4 min_bytes_sent > For each willy, minimal number of bytes sent in such a collop. References 
void.  

< U4 max_bytes_sent > For each willy, maximal number of bytes sent in such a collop. References 
void.  

< U4 sum_bytes_sent > For each willy, total number of bytes sent in all aggregated collops 
together. References void.  

< U4 min_bytes_recvd > For each willy, minimal number of bytes received in such a collop. 
References void.  

< U4 max_bytes_recvd > For each willy, maximal number of bytes received in such a collop. 
References void.  

< U4 sum_bytes_recvd > For each willy, total number of bytes received in all aggregated collops. 
References void.  

< F8 min_rate > For each willy, minimal rate ((volSent+volRecvd)/duration) for such a 
collop. References void.  

< F8 max_rate > For each willy, maximal rate ((volSent+volRecvd)/duration) for such a 
collop. References void.  

< F8 avg_rate > For each willy, average rate (sum of (volSent+volRecvd)/duration 
divided by count_exch). References void.  

< U8 min_duration > For each willy, minimal time spent in such a collop. References void.  

< U8 max_duration > For each willy, maximal time spent in such a collop. References void.  

< U8 sum_duration > For each willy, total time spent in all aggregated collops together. 
References void.  

3.16. Collop Raw Event 
Collective operation (Raw event).  

collop_raw_event 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when operation started. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which generated the data. References void.  

  U4 kind 
 

Kind as it is specified in VT_goprec_t. References void.  

  U4 operation 
 

Operation Id (token). References void.  

  U4 comm 
 

Reference to communicator on which operation occurs. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U4 counter 
 

Collective operation counter relative to communicator, 0 for unknown. 
References void.  

  willy_id root 
 

Process Id of root. References void.  

  U4 send_size 
 

Amount of bytes sent. References void.  
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U4 time 

 
Timestamp when operation started. References void.  

  U4 receive_size 
 

Amount of bytes received. References void.  

  I8 endtime 
 

Timestamp when operation finished. References void.  

  U4 scl 
 

SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.17. Collop Statistics 
Statistics for collective communications (AllToOne, OneToAll, AllToAll)  

collop_statistics 

 
U4 numprocs 

 
Number of participating processes. References void.  

  U1 type 
 

References the type of collective operation. References 
collective_operation_definition.id.  

  U4 count 
 

Number of operations. References void.  

3.18. Comment 
A willy may add arbitrary text to the trace file, e.g. to help with debugging.  

comment 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which generated the text. References void.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< C1 text > Arbitrary text. References void.  

3.19. Communicator Definition 
Defines an instance of a communicator.  

communicator_definition 

 
U4 id 

 
A communicator is identified by this id. References void.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< C1 name > The name of this communicator. References void.  

  U4 size_2_3 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< willy_id first_id > ID of the first entry in willy-triplet. References void.  

< willy_id last_id > ID of the last entry in willy-triplet. References void.  

< I4 stride > Stride in willy-triplet. References void.  

  I4 left_size 
 

Left group size for intercommunicator. References void.  
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3.20. Counter Definition 
Defines an instance of a counter.  

counter_definition 

 
U4 id 

 
A counter is identified by this id. References void.  

  U4 name 
 

The name of this counter. References stf_string.id.  

  U1 type 
 

Data type of counter. References void.  

  U1 do_diff 
 

Defines if the first derivative of the counter is to be displayed. References 
void.  

  O8 lower_bound 
 

Lower bound References void.  

  O8 upper_bound 
 

Upper bound References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Specifies which willy this counter is bound to. References void.  

  U4 classid 
 

The class this it belongs to. References class_definition.id.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< C1 unit > The unit (string-reference) of this counter. References void.  

3.21. Counter History 
Represents the history of counters.  

counter_history 

 
U1 size_1_2 

 
Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U4 counters > Array of counter ids (ordered). References counter_definition.id.  

< O8 values > Array of corresponding counter values (ordered). References void.  

3.22. Counter Value 
Gives one or more counter values.  

counter_value 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy for which the counters count. References void.  

  U1 size_1_2 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< O8 values > Array of actual values. Their type can be derived from their definition. 
References void.  

< U4 counters > Array of counters for which values are given. References 
counter_definition.id.  
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3.23. Custom Statistics 
An entry for a user defined statistics.  

custom_statistics 

 
U4 stats_handle 

 
References the statistic. References custom_statistics_definition.id.  

  U4 name 
 

An arbitrary name for this statistic entry. References stf_string.id.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< F8 value > The statistic values. References void.  

3.24. Custom Statistics Definition 
Defines a customizable statistic with varying numbers of values.  

custom_statistics_definition 

 
U4 id 

 
A statistic is identified by this id. References void.  

  U4 name 
 

The name of this statistic. References stf_string.id.  

  U4 size_1_2 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U4 label > A name for each value. References stf_string.id.  

< U4 unit > A unit for each value. References stf_string.id.  

3.25. Duration 
Provides the minimum and the maximum time stamps in the trace.  

duration 

 
U8 start 

 
Minimum time stamp in whole trace. References void.  

  U8 end 
 

Maximum time stamp in whole trace. References void.  

3.26. End Of Filter 
Signals end of filter for list of willies.  

end_of_filter 

 
U4 time 

 
Time when filter ends. References void.  

  U4 categories 
 

List of categories. References void.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U4 willies > Array of willy-triplets in that frame (not STF_formated). References void.  
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3.27. End Of History 
Indicates that history section is closed.  

end_of_history 

 
U4 time 

 
Time when new filter begins and histories are valid. References void.  

3.28. Enter Function 
Indicates that a function is entered.  

enter_function 

 
U4 time 

 
Time of function entry. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which entered. References void.  

  U4 function 
 

Function which was entered. References function_definition.id.  

3.29. Enter Function  
Indicates that a function is entered plus SCL.  

enter_function_1 

 
U4 time 

 
Time of function entry. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which entered. References void.  

  U4 function 
 

Function which was entered. References function_definition.id.  

  U4 scl 
 

SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.30. Enter Scope 
Indicates that a scope is entered.  

enter_scope 

 
U4 time 

 
Time of scope entry. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which entered. References void.  

  U4 scope 
 

Scope which is entered. References scope_definition.id.  

  U4 seqnr 
 

This sequence number distinguishes different instances of the same scope. 
References void.  

3.31. Enter Scope  
Indicates that a region is entered plus SCL.  
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enter_scope_1 

 
U4 time 

 
Time of region entry. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which entered. References void.  

  U4 scope 
 

Region which is entered. References scope_definition.id.  

  U4 seqnr 
 

This sequence number distinguishes different instances of the same scope. 
References void.  

  U4 scl 
 

SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.32. Event Summary 
Statistics about total number of events in the tracefile.  

event_summary 

 
U4 num_funcs 

 
Number of enter function events. References void.  

  U4 num_one_to_ones 
 

Number of one-to-one communication events. References void.  

  U4 num_collectives 
 

Number of collective communication events. References void.  

  U4 num_scopes 
 

Number of enter scope events. References void.  

  U4 num_counters 
 

Number of counter events. References void.  

3.33. File Declaration 
Declares a file and attaches a function/type to it.  

file_declaration 

 
U4 id 

 
Use this to refer to the file in an anchor. References void.  

  U1 filetype 
 

Type/function of this file. Valid entries are "STF_DECL_FILE", STF_ANCHOR_FILE", 
"STF_DATA_FILE". References void.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< C1 suffix > Find this file by appending this string to the file name of the main index file. E.g. index 
file is /tmp/allpairc.stf, suffix for "declaration" is "decl". References void.  

3.34. File Definition 
Filename identified by an id.  

file_definition 

 
U4 id 

 
Files are identified by this id. References void.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< C1 file > This is the filename. References void.  
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3.35. File Io Begin 
Starts a file-io operation  

file_io_begin 

 
U4 time 

 
Time when operation starts References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy performing file-io. References void.  

  U1 type 
 

STF_FIO_WRITE or STF_FIO_READ. References void.  

  U4 file 
 

File ID which is written/read. References file_io_file_definition.id.  

  U4 bytes 
 

Number of bytes written/read. References void.  

3.36. File Io Begin  
Starts a file-io operation plus SCL.  

file_io_begin_1 

 
U4 time 

 
Time when operation starts. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

willy performing file-io. References void.  

  U1 type 
 

STF_FIO_WRITE or STF_FIO_READ. References void.  

  U4 file 
 

ID of the file which is written/read. References file_io_file_definition.id.  

  U4 bytes 
 

number of bytes written/read. References void.  

  U4 scl 
 

SCL References scl_definition.id.  

3.37. File Io End 
End of file-io operation.  

file_io_end 

 
U4 time 

 
Time when operation ends. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

willy performing file-io. References void.  

  U1 type 
 

STF_FIO_WRITE or STF_FIO_READ. References void.  

  U4 file 
 

ID of the file which is written/read. References file_io_file_definition.id.  

  U4 bytes 
 

number of bytes written/read. References void.  

3.38. File Io End  
End of file-io operation plus SCL. 
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file_io_end_1 

 
U4 time 

 
Time when operation ends. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy performing file-io. References void.  

  U1 type 
 

STF_FIO_WRITE or STF_FIO_READ. References void.  

  U4 file 
 

ID of the file which is written/read. References file_io_file_definition.id.  

  U4 bytes 
 

Number of bytes written/read. References void.  

  U4 scl 
 

SCL References scl_definition.id.  

3.39. File Io File Definition 
Defines a file used for MPI file-io.  

file_io_file_definition 

 
U4 id 

 
File ID. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

The communicator attached to the file. References communicator_definition.id.  

  U4 name 
 

The filename (reference). References stf_string.id.  

3.40. Function Definition 
Functions represent a push/pop mechanism, hence only one function can be active at a time and no function 
identifier is needed when leaving them.  

function_definition 

 
U4 id 

 
A function is identified by this id. References void.  

  U4 name 
 

The name of this function. References stf_string.id.  

  U4 classid 
 

The class it belongs to. References class_definition.id.  

3.41. Function History 
Represents the history of functions (function stack).  

function_history 

 
willy_id willy 

 
Willy for which the history is specified. References void.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U4 function_stack > Array of function ids (stack). References function_definition.id.  

3.42. Function History  
Represents the history of functions (function stack).  
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function_history_1 

 
willy_id willy 

 
Willy for which the history is specified. References void.  

  U4 size_1_2 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U4 function_stack > Array of function ids (stack). References function_definition.id.  

< U4 scls > SCL. References scl_definition.id.  

3.43. Function Profile 
Profiles for functions, computed on trace data.  

function_profile 

 
willy_id willy 

 
Willy, which the profile refers to. References void.  

  U4 function 
 

Function the profile refers to References function_definition.id.  

  U4 count 
 

Number of calls. References void.  

  U8 min_self 
 

Shortest time the process spent in this function. References void.  

  U8 max_self 
 

Longest time the process spent in this function. References void.  

  U8 total_self 
 

Total time the process spent in this function. References void.  

  U8 min_inclusive 
 

Shortest time the process spent in this function, including sub-calls. References 
void.  

  U8 max_inclusive 
 

Longest time the process spent in this function, including sub-calls. References 
void.  

  U8 total_inclusive 
 

Total time the process spent in this function, including sub-calls. References 
void.  

3.44. Function Statistics 
Statistics for function/process pairs.  

function_statistics 

 
U4 function 

 
The respective function. References function_definition.id.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy performing file-io. References void.  

  U4 calls 
 

How often function was called. References void.  

  U8 min_self 
 

Shortest time the process spent in this function. References void.  

  U8 max_self 
 

Longest time the process spent in this function. References void.  

  U8 total_self 
 

Total time the process spent in this function. References void.  

  U8 min_inclusive 
 

Shortest time the process spent in this function, including sub-calls. References 
void.  

  U8 max_inclusive 
 

Longest time the process spent in this function, including sub-calls. References 
void.  
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U4 function 

 
The respective function. References function_definition.id.  

  U8 total_inclusive 
 

Total time the process spent in this function, including sub-calls. References 
void.  

3.45. Group Definition 
This is used to define groups of willies.  

group_definition 

 
U4 id 

 
Groups are identified by this id. References void.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< C1 name > The name of this group. References void.  

  U4 size_2_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< willy_id willies > Array of willies (threads, processes and/or groups), which form the group. 
References void.  

3.46. History 
Represents history records by referencing the original records in files.  

history 

 
U1 size_1_3 

 
Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U4 file > References the files. References file_declaration.id.  

< U8 offset > Offsets to communication records. References void.  

< U8 prevtime > Absolute time stamp of previous records. References void.  

3.47. Info 
Additional (meta-)information is stored here.  

info 

 
U4 info_class 

 
The class of this info. References class_definition.id.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< C1 info > A one-line textual info. References void.  

3.48. Leave Function 
Indicates that a function is left.  
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leave_function 

 
U4 time 

 
Time of function exit. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which leaves. References void.  

3.49. Leave Function  
Indicates that a function is left plus SCL.  

leave_function_1 

 
U4 time 

 
Time of function exit. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which leaves. References void.  

  U4 scl 
 

SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.50. Leave Scope 
Indicates that a scope is left.  

leave_scope 

 
U4 time 

 
Time of scope exit. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which leaves. References void.  

  U4 scope 
 

Scope which is left. References scope_definition.id.  

  U4 seqnr 
 

Together with the scope id the instance is identified. References void.  

3.51. Leave Scope  
Indicates that a scope is left.  

leave_scope_1 

 
U4 time 

 
Time of scope exit. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which leaves. References void.  

  U4 scope 
 

Scope which is left. References scope_definition.id.  

  U4 seqnr 
 

Together with the scope id the instance is identified. References void.  

  U4 scl 
 

SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.52. Lw Statistics 
Light weight statistics.  
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lw_statistics 

 
willy_id willy 

 
Root willy of every collop in this profile. References void.  

  U4 function 
 

Function id. References function_definition.id.  

  willy_id receiver 
 

Receiving process/thread if available; STF_FIO for file operations; STF_GOP for 
collective operations; undefined if bytes_sent == STF_NOMSG. References void.  

  U4 bytes_sent 
 

Size of (single) message or STF_NOMSG. References void.  

  I4 comm_size 
 

Number of involved processes: negative for received messages. References 
void.  

  U4 count 
 

Number of calls to function. References void.  

  U8 minTicksIncl 
 

Min time spent in function and its callees. References void.  

  U8 maxTicksIncl 
 

Max time spent in function and its callees. References void.  

  U8 sumTicksIncl 
 

Total time spent in function and its callees. References void.  

  U8 minTicksExcl 
 

Min time spent in function itself without time of its callees. References void.  

  U8 maxTicksExcl 
 

Max time spent in function itself without time of its callees. References void.  

  U8 sumTicksExcl 
 

Total time spent in function itself without time of its callees. References void.  

3.53. Message Raw Event 
Pairwise communication (Raw event).  

message_raw_event 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when operation started. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which generated the data. References void.  

  U4 kind 
 

Kind as it is specified in VT_msgrec_t. References void.  

  willy_id other 
 

Other process Id. References void.  

  U4 tag 
 

Message tag. References void.  

  U4 size 
 

Size of message in bytes. References void.  

  U4 comm 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U4 function 
 

Function where message was sent/received. References function_definition.id.  

  U4 scl 
 

SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.54. Message Raw Event  
Pairwise communication (Raw event) (tag U4).  

message_raw_event_1 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when operation started. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which generated the data. References void.  
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U4 time 

 
Timestamp when operation started. References void.  

  U4 kind 
 

Kind as it is specified in VT_msgrec_t. References void.  

  willy_id other 
 

Other process Id. References void.  

  U4 tag 
 

Message tag. References void.  

  U4 size 
 

Size of message in bytes. References void.  

  U4 comm 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U4 function 
 

Function where message was sent/received. References function_definition.id.  

  U4 scl 
 

SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.55. One To All Communication 
Represents a message which was sent from one willy to several others.  

one_to_all_communication 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when communication started. References void.  

  willy_id sender 
 

The sender. References void.  

  U4 sent 
 

Number of bytes sent by sender. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U1 type 
 

References the type of collective operation. References 
collective_operation_definition.id.  

  U4 size_1_3 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U8 start_time > Array of timestamps when each willy started communication (relative to time, 
maximum U8 if unknown for willy). References void.  

< U8 delta > Array of timestamps how long each willy spent in communication. References 
void.  

< U4 receive_size > Array of message sizes which were received by each willy (in bytes). 
References void.  

3.56. One To All Communication  
Represents a message which was sent from one willy to several others plus SCL.  

one_to_all_communication_1 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when communication started. References void.  

  willy_id sender 
 

The sender. References void.  

  U4 sent 
 

Number of bytes sent by sender. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
communicator_definition.id.  
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U4 time 

 
Timestamp when communication started. References void.  

  U1 type 
 

References the type of collective operation. References 
collective_operation_definition.id.  

  U4 size_1_4 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U8 start_time > Array of timestamps when each willy started communication (relative to 
time, maximum U8 if unknown for willy) References void.  

< U8 delta > Array of timestamps how long each willy spent in communication. References 
void.  

< U4 receive_size > Array of message sizes which were received by each willy (in bytes). 
References void.  

< U4 scl > SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.57. One To One Communication 
Pairwise communication.  

one_to_one_communication 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp of the operation start. References void.  

  willy_id sender 
 

The sender. References void.  

  I8 receive_time 
 

Relative timestamp when message was received, or: minimum I8 = receiver 
time unknown, minimum I8 + 1 = sender time unknown (receiver time is same 
as time field then). References void.  

  willy_id receiver 
 

The receiver. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U4 size 
 

Size of message in bytes. References void.  

  U4 tag 
 

Message tag. References void.  

  U4 sender_function 
 

Function where message was sent. References function_definition.id.  

  U4 receiver_function 
 

Function where message was received. References function_definition.id.  

3.58. One To One Communication  
Pairwise communication plus SCL.  

one_to_one_communication_1 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when operation started. References void.  

  willy_id sender 
 

The sender. References void.  

  I8 receive_time 
 

Relative timestamp when message was received, or: minimum I8 = receiver 
time unknown, minimum I8 + 1 = sender time unknown (receiver time is 
same as time field then). References void.  

  willy_id receiver 
 

The receiver. References void.  
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U4 time 

 
Timestamp when operation started. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U4 size 
 

Size of message in bytes. References void.  

  U4 tag 
 

Message tag. References void.  

  U4 sender_scl 
 

SCL-reference of sender. References scl_definition.id.  

  U4 receiver_scl 
 

SCL-reference of receiver. References scl_definition.id.  

  U4 sender_function 
 

Function where message was sent. References function_definition.id.  

  U4 receiver_function 
 

Function where message was received. References function_definition.id.  

3.59. One To One Communication  
Pairwise communication (tag U4).  

one_to_one_communication_2 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when operation started. References void.  

  willy_id sender 
 

The sender. References void.  

  I8 receive_time 
 

Relative timestamp when message was received, or: minimum I8 = receiver 
time unknown, minimum I8 + 1 = sender time unknown (receiver time is 
same as time field then). References void.  

  willy_id receiver 
 

The receiver. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U4 size 
 

Size of message in bytes. References void.  

  U4 tag 
 

Message tag. References void.  

  U4 sender_function 
 

Function where message was sent. References function_definition.id.  

  U4 receiver_function 
 

Function where message was received. References function_definition.id.  

3.60. One To One Communication  
Pairwise communication plus SCL (tag U4).  

one_to_one_communication_3 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when operation started. References void.  

  willy_id sender 
 

The sender. References void.  

  I8 receive_time 
 

Relative timestamp when message was received, or: minimum I8 = receiver 
time unknown, minimum I8 + 1 = sender time unknown (receiver time is 
same as time field then). References void.  

  willy_id receiver 
 

The receiver. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
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U4 time 

 
Timestamp when operation started. References void.  
communicator_definition.id.  

  U4 size 
 

Size of message in bytes. References void.  

  U4 tag 
 

Message tag. References void.  

  U4 sender_scl 
 

SCL-reference of sender. References scl_definition.id.  

  U4 receiver_scl 
 

SCL-reference of receiver. References scl_definition.id.  

  U4 sender_function 
 

Function where message was sent. References function_definition.id.  

  U4 receiver_function 
 

Function where message was received. References function_definition.id.  

3.61. One To One Communication  
Pairwise communication plus SCL and checksums (tag U4).  

one_to_one_communication_4 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp when operation started. References void.  

  willy_id sender 
 

The sender. References void.  

  I8 receive_time 
 

Relative timestamp when message was received, or: minimum I8 = 
receiver time unknown, minimum I8 + 1 = sender time unknown (receiver 
time is same as time field then). References void.  

  willy_id receiver 
 

The receiver. References void.  

  U4 communicator 
 

Reference to communicator on which the message was sent. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U4 size 
 

Size of message in bytes. References void.  

  U4 tag 
 

Message tag. References void.  

  U4 sender_scl 
 

SCL-reference of sender. References scl_definition.id.  

  U4 receiver_scl 
 

SCL-reference of receiver. References scl_definition.id.  

  U4 sender_checksum 
 

Checksum of message data, 0 if unused. References void.  

  U4 receiver_checksum 
 

Checksum of message data, 0 if unused. References void.  

  U4 sender_function 
 

Function where message was sent. References function_definition.id.  

  U4 receiver_function 
 

Function where message was received. References function_definition.id.  

3.62. Onetoone Profile 
Profiles for OneToOne communications, computed on trace data.  

onetoone_profile 

 
willy_id sender 

 
Sender of every message in this profile. References void.  

  willy_id receiver 
 

Receiver of every message in this profile. References void.  

  U4 funcsender 
 

Sender function of every message in this profile. References void.  
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willy_id sender 

 
Sender of every message in this profile. References void.  

  U4 funcreceiver 
 

Receiver function of every message in this profile. References void.  

  U4 tag 
 

Tag of every message in this profile. References void.  

  U4 comm 
 

Reference to communicator of every message in this profile. References 
communicator_definition.id.  

  U4 size 
 

Size of every message in this profile. References void.  

  U4 count 
 

Number of aggregated messages. References void.  

  I8 sum_time 
 

Total time spent in all aggregated messages. References void.  

  I8 min_time 
 

Min time spent in single aggregated message. References void.  

  I8 max_time 
 

Max time spent in single aggregated message. References void.  

3.63. Onetoone Statistics 
Statistics for OneToOne communications.  

onetoone_statistics 

 
U4 sender 

 
Sender process. References void.  

  U4 receiver 
 

Receiver process. References void.  

  U4 count 
 

Number of messages. References void.  

  U4 min_size 
 

Size of the smallest message sent from sender to receiver. References void.  

  U4 max_size 
 

Size of the largest message sent from sender to receiver. References void.  

  U4 total 
 

Sum of all message sizes sent from sender to receiver. References void.  

3.64. Opaque Data 
A willy may add arbitrary opaque data to the trace file.  

opaque_data 

 
U4 time 

 
Timestamp. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

Willy which generated the data. References void.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U1 data > Arbitrary data. References void.  

  U4 scl 
 

SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.65. Process Declaration 
With this record all existing willies a declared.  
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process_declaration 

 
U4 size_1_1 

 
Size of following array(s). References void.  

< willy_id thread_numbers > Array of number of threads per process. References void.  

3.66. Report 
Free-form reports, possibly related to other events.  

report 

 
U4 time 

 
Time stamp where error detected. References void.  

  willy_id willy 
 

ID of the willy which generated the report. References void.  

  U4 type 
 

A string of the format which represents the problem category. References 
stf_string.id.  

  U4 level 
 

A string identifying the severity of the problem, like "warning", "error", "fatal 
error". References stf_string.id.  

  U4 description 
 

the string describing the problem (may include n for soft line breaks ignored by 
Intel(R) Trace Analyzer, or by r that are accepted by Intel(R) Trace Analyzer). 
References stf_string.id.  

  U4 size_1_6 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U8 times > Time stamp for each entry. References void.  

< willy_id willys > ID of participating processes. References void.  

< U4 headers > A string introducing each entry can be multi-line same as for description. 
References stf_string.id.  

< U4 functions > The handle to which each entry belongs. References function_definition.id.  

< U4 calls > A string describing each call and its parameters. References stf_string.id.  

< U4 scls > A source code location for each call. References scl_definition.id.  

3.67. Scl Definition 
Defines an instance of an SCL.  

scl_definition 

 
U4 id 

 
An SCL is identified by this id. References void.  

  U1 size_1_4 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< U4 file > File of this location. References file_definition.id.  

< U4 line > Line number of this location. References void.  

< U4 symbol > Symbol name. References stf_string.id.  

< U4 object > Executable or library name. References stf_string.id.  
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3.68. Scope Definition 
More than one scope can be active at a time, they are allowed to be nested and overlapping. Thus a region 
identifier and sequence number is needed for leaving a region.  

scope_definition 

 
U4 id 

 
A scope is identified by this id. References void.  

  U4 name 
 

The name of this region. References stf_string.id.  

  U4 classid 
 

The class it belongs to. References class_definition.id.  

  U4 scl1 
 

SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

  U4 scl2 
 

SCL-reference. References scl_definition.id.  

3.69. Stf String 
Strings are handled separately by a special record type to avoid variably sized entries in positions where this is 
not allowed, or to write strings once and use them several times. Other records reference them by the 
appropriate id.  

stf_string 

 
U4 id 

 
Strings are identified by this id References void.  

  U4 size_1_1 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< C1 string > This is the actual string. References void.  

3.70. Sub Time 
This is used to decrement current time.  

sub_time 

 
U8 time 

 
Time gap. References void.  

3.71. Willy Definition 
This record defines the (Unix) environment for a willy.  

willy_definition 

 
willy_id willy 

 
Willy the information belongs to. References void.  

  U4 hostname 
 

Name of the host the willy was running on (result of gethostname()). References 
stf_string.id.  

  U4 ip 
 

The IP address of this host, obtained as described in stf.h. References 
stf_string.id.  

  U4 pid 
 

Process id (getpid()). References void.  
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willy_id willy 

 
Willy the information belongs to. References void.  

  U8 tid 
 

Thread id (pthread_self()). References void.  

  F8 offset 
 

gettimeofday() = offset + clocktick * skew. References void.  

  F8 skew 
 

See offset. References void.  

3.72. Willy Id 
To identify thread/processes a new ’data type’ is used. It is stored as a 4 byte unsigned integer in which the lower 
2 bytes represent the process-id. The first 15 bits in the upper 2 bytes give the thread-id. If the MSB is set, the 
willy_id represents a group definition. This mechanism is needed to easily use the event records on processes, 
threads and groups of those. Additionally, it allows one to group processes, threads and groups into one group 
while using only one record.  

willy_id 

 
U4 gtp 

 
The ID. References void.  

3.73. Willy List 
Used to identify the willies to which anchors refer. willy_lists with different ids must also differ in the willies 
stored in them.  

willy_list 

 
U4 id 

 
Willy lists are identified by this id. References void.  

  U4 size_1_3 
 

Size of following array(s). References void.  

< willy_id first_id > ID of the first entry in willy-triplet. References void.  

< willy_id last_id > ID of the last entry in willy-triplet. References void.  

< I4 stride > Stride in willy-triplet. References void.  

3.74. Willy Name 
This record sets an (optional) name for a willy. 

willy_name 

 
willy_id willy 

 
Willy the name belongs to. References void.  

  U4 name 
 

An arbitrary name. References stf_string.id.  
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